Example implementations disclosed herein can be used to generate composite network policy graphs based on multiple network policy graphs input by network users that may have different goals for the network. The resulting composite network policy graph can be used to program a network so that it meets the requirements necessary to achieve the goals of at least some of the network users. In one example implementation, a method can include receiving multiple network policy graphs, generating composite endpoint groups based on relationships between endpoint groups and policy graph sources, generating composite paths based on the relationships between the endpoints and the network policy graphs, generating a composite network policy graph based on the composite endpoint groups and the composite paths, and analyzing the composite network policy graph to determine conflicts or errors.
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NETWORK POLICY GRAPHS

BACKGROUND

[0001] Software-defined networking (SDN) is a technique for implementing computer networking environments using software to control the configuration and allocation of networking hardware resources in the network. In such networks, the hardware (e.g., routers, switches, server, etc.) or virtual network and compute resources (e.g., virtual L2/L3 networks, virtual machines) can be programmed to allocate networking and computing resources according to the goals or policies of users such as operators, service providers, application developers, tenants, and other users.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] FIG. 1 is a schematic system diagram according to various examples of the present disclosure.
[0003] FIG. 2 illustrates example network policy graphs.
[0004] FIG. 3 illustrates example policy graph sources and corresponding network policy graphs.
[0005] FIG. 4 illustrates a data flow of network policy graphs into a policy graph composer to generate a composite policy graph, according to various examples of the present disclosure.
[0006] FIG. 5 depicts an example policy graph composer.
[0007] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for generating composite network policy graphs, according to examples of the present disclosure.
[0008] FIG. 7 depicts two example network policy graphs associated with specific SDN entities.
[0009] FIG. 8 depicts an example composite network policy graph.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] Software defined networking (SDN) provides network operators and other users with the ability to configure networking and computing resources flexibly and dynamically. In some implementations, the specific configuration
of a network topology can be controlled by a network controller that implements various policies by programing the network hardware with specific rules. The policies or the rules can be expressed in one or more high-level or low-level network programming languages.

[0011] Examples of the present disclosure include a policy graph abstraction (PGA) that provides an intuitive visual methodology for defining network policies and improves the design and implementation processes of network programs. The PGA described herein includes a graph model and declarative language to specify complex policies and that can be used to generate corresponding network programs to support the goals of multiple SDN users without requiring information about or changes to the physical topology, the subnet, the VLAN, or any of the endpoint IP/MAC addresses in the network. Various examples of the PGA also enable semi-automatic composition of modular sub-graphs written by different types of SDN users, such as operators, tenants, SDN developers, and the like.

[0012] While conventional SDN enables the various SDN users to program the network, such systems require knowledge of and proficiency in various control application programming interface (APIs) and programming languages. Existing control APIs, such as OpenFlow, are designed to program low-level rule tables of individual network devices. Accordingly, such APIs are not well suited for programming the whole network as a single system.

[0013] Examples of the PGA in the present disclosure include a high-level API that can support simplified specification of user goals, expressed as network policies and network invariants, which can be used as intuitive expressions in a corresponding networking programming language. Other examples can also detect and resolve conflicts within a policy and between policies. The policies can be combined to create more complex composite policies so that the various users of the network need only be concerned with their own goals and policies.

[0014] In yet other examples, as described above, the API can include a policy graph composer to support various types of SDN users, such as SDN
solution providers, enterprise ITs, cloud operators, tenants, application owners, SDN server/application developers, and the like, with various levels of flexibility and simplicity for programming a network.

[0015] In the following detailed description of the present disclosure, reference is made to the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration how examples of the disclosure can be practiced. These examples are described in sufficient detail to enable those of ordinary skill in the art to practice the examples of this disclosure, and it is to be understood that other examples can be utilized and that process, electrical, physical network, virtual network, and/or organizational changes can be made without departing from the scope of the present disclosure.

[0016] FIG. 1 illustrates a system 100 for programming and controlling a network 160, in accordance with various examples. The system 100 can include permanent or temporary connections to multiple policy graph sources 120. As used herein, the term "policy graph source" can be used interchangeably with the term "user" to refer to any SDN entity described herein (e.g., operators, service providers, etc.).

[0017] Each of the policy graph sources 120 can be connected to, or otherwise access, the policy graph composer 110. Using functionality provided by the policy graph composer 110, each of the policy graph sources 120 can design network policy graphs specific to its own corresponding goals. In some examples, the functionality provided by the policy graph composer 110 can include a graphical user interface with drag-and-drop features for selecting and designing visual representations of the graphs depicted in some of the accompanying drawings. In other examples, the functionality of the policy graph composer 110 can include a library, and/or an API for accessing a library, of previously designed network policy graphs. The API can also be used to create a new graph, or new graph components (nodes and path polices). In various examples of the present disclosure, the policy graph composer 110 can analyze the network policy graphs input by the various policy graph sources 120 to compose a composite network policy graph. The policy graph composer 110 can then convert the composite network policy
graph to generate commands, or other control signals, that can be sent to the network controller 130.

[0018] The network controller 130, in response to the commands received from the policy graph composer 110, can program the various components of the network 160. As shown, network 160 can include multiple switches 140 and computing resources 150 connected to and in electronic communication with one another using various electronic communication media and protocols. As used herein, the term "switch" refers to any networking hardware that can be used to route data from one endpoint to another. Each computing resource 150 can include any type of function specific or general purpose computing hardware. Accordingly, as used herein, the term "computing resource" can refer to any computing device, such as a server computer, capable of instantiating applications, virtual machines (VMs), and other executable code. Similarly, the policy graph sources 120 and/or their corresponding input, the policy graph composer 110, and/or the network controller 130 can be implemented in any one or more of the computing resources 150 or other computing resource not shown.

[0019] In various example implementations, the policy graph sources 120, the policy graph composer 110, and/or the network controller 130 can be implemented as any combination of software, firmware, and hardware in a single or in multiple physical or virtual computer systems. In some examples, the software or firmware can be implemented as computer executable instructions stored on a non-transitory computer readable medium. Various examples of the present disclosure can be implemented or instantiated in one or more computer systems by executing the computer executable instructions in one or more computer processors. For example, the policy graph sources 120, the policy graph composer 110, and/or the network controller 130 can be instantiated in any of the computing resources 150 or in another computer system (not shown) coupled to the network 160.

[0020] FIG. 2 illustrates several example network policy graphs 220 depicted using example implementations of the PGA model described herein. As shown, each one of the policy network graphs 220 can include at least one endpoint group (EPG) 230 connected to another EPG 230 by a path 240. The
EPGs 230 are sometimes referred to as EPG nodes, and the paths 240 are sometimes referred to as edges. Such terminology is consistent with conventional description of graphs. In some examples, the EPGs 230 are connected to one or more other EPGs through paths 240 and/or a policy box 250. As depicted, each network policy graph 220 can be placed in or associated with a ranking or hierarchy expressed by the boundaries 205. A specific example organization of the hierarchy is described herein in reference to other example implementations.

[0021] Network policy graphs 220 can be defined using the PGA as an intuitive graph model to specify policies, requirements and service logic. Each network policy graph 220 can describe a logical topology between EPGs 230 and policy boxes 250. The term "endpoint group" or "EPG" refers to a group of arbitrary addressable (e.g., IP, MAC, subnet, VLAN, etc.) endpoints or a group of EPGs 230 that can perform a common logical role or share a common property. The term "policy box" refers to the functionality, or the visual representation of the functionality, used to implement network services such as firewall, monitoring, Network Address Translation, routing, load-balancing, etc. A policy box 250 can include a composition of multiple modular policy boxes. As shown, zero or more policy boxes 250 can be placed on directional paths 240 between EPGs 230.

[0022] Various examples of the present disclosure can include a network programming language that describes the behaviors and properties of policy boxes 250. The network programming language representations of the functionality and properties of the policy boxes 250 can be useful for detecting potential dependencies and conflicts among the network policy graphs 220 and for generating composite network policy graphs. In such implementations, the policy graph composer 110 can analyze component network policy graphs 220 that may be combined into the resulting composite network policy graph.

[0023] The policy graph composer 110 can detect policy conflicts and dependencies between the graphs 220 and automatically compose the graphs 220 into one complex network policy graph that satisfies the invariants specified in each individual network policy graph. The analysis of the conflicts and the composition of the composite network policy graphs can include
analysis of the relationships (e.g., conflicts, dependencies, impacts, etc.)
between policy boxes 250 of the network policy graphs 220 to be combined
together on the same path in the composite network policy graph. The
relationships can be used to automatically determine the right placement and
order of the policy boxes 250 in the composite network policy graph and some
of the relationships (e.g., conflicts) can be reported to users for attention or
correction. In some examples, the policy graph composer can use the set
relationships between EPGs and the domain relationships between EPGs and
policy boxes to derive the order of the policy boxes requested by different
policy graph sources.

[0024] In some example implementations, the PGA can consider a
hierarchy of policy graph domains, as the domain separations are depicted as
boundaries 205. Each network policy graph 220 can be associated with or
originate from a corresponding policy graph source 120, as shown in FIG. 3.
As depicted in FIG. 3, the network policy graph 220-1 is associated with the
policy graph source 1 120-1 (e.g., an operator), while network policy graph
220-2 is associated with the policy graph source 2 120-2 (e.g. a tenant),
network policy graph 220-3 is associated with the policy graph source 3 120-3
(e.g. an application developer), and network policy graph 220-4 is associated
with the policy graph source 4 120-4 (e.g. a solution provider). Based on the
associations between the network policy graph 220 and the corresponding
policy graph source 120, the network policy graphs 220 may be processed or
analyzed differently for composition into a composite network policy graph.

[0025] For example, a tenant of the network 160 can create network
policy graphs in the tenant domain. The tenant may be an enterprise with
various departments and each department can create graphs in
 corresponding departmental domains. The departments may in turn have
multiple sub-departments and each of the sub-departments can create graphs
in corresponding domains. Accordingly, in the hierarchy relationships among
the domains in the graph domains, the tenant domain can be considered the
parent of the departmental domains, which can in turn be considered the
parents of sub-departmental domains, and so on.
In various example implementations of the present disclosure, the PGA can include directed network policy graphs 220 that can include EPG 230 nodes and/or policy box 250 nodes. Such directed network policy graphs 220 include indications of data flow directions between the nodes.

As described herein, circular/oval-shaped vertices represents EPGs 230 and can include any group of arbitrary addressable endpoints or a group of endpoints that perform a common logical role or share a common property. A user can create an EPG to represent a logical role without real endpoint identifiers. Endpoint identifiers such as IP, MAC, subnet, VLAN addresses can be given later through 'late-binding'. For example, an EPG 230 can represent a user-defined application component (e.g., web or database server, Lync server) or dynamic membership (e.g., current guest devices, Lync VoIP session, security-quarantined clients).

An EPG 230 can have mandatory and optional parameters. For example, service port numbers, Virtual Machine (VM) type, auto-scaling option, fault-tolerance level, IP ranges, etc. In some implementations, EPGs 230 in a graph do not have overlap by default, i.e., the intersection of any EPG pair is empty (no common endpoint). If EPGs 230 do overlap, their set relationship must be specified. For instance, an EPG A is a subset of an EPG B, or a tenant EPG is the union of web and database EPGs. The set relationships, including 'no overlap', can allow the system to analyze a graph and to compose multiple graphs, without requiring real endpoint identifiers to be given.

Various example implementations can include a 'shadow' EPG that can be defined in suitable scenarios, such as in a security service that defines two EPGs 230 as "normal hosts" and "quarantined hosts" and that maintains separate policies for each. When such a security service graph is combined with any other graph, the user can define a 'shadow' EPG 230 that can include both normal host EPGs and quarantined host EPGs and the shadow EPG may be composed with EPGs in the other graph, thus triggering composition of the composite graph.
[0030] The rectangular-shaped policy box 250 vertices can represent implementations of network services such as, but not limited to, load-balancing, firewalls, traffic engineering, billing, etc. In some implementations, a policy box 250 can be a minimal unit of service chaining and graph composition. Multiple policy boxes 250 can be chained together for service chaining. But during the composition of multiple network policy graphs 220, a chain of policy boxes 250 from one network policy graph 220 can be disconnected. The disconnected boxes can form a new chain in the composite network policy graph 220 together with other policy boxes 250 from other network policy graphs 220.

[0031] Extension of Network Programming Languages

[0032] In some example implementations, a policy box 250 can represent an abstract ‘function’ that takes a packet as input and returns a set of zero or more packets. In such implementations, a network programming language can be used to describe the function, behaviors, and properties, which can be used for conflict detection, resolution, graph composition and rule compilation. In various implementations, the Pyretic network programming language can be used. Pyretic is switch-centric and can use real IP/MAC addresses to implement network programs. Pyretic can be extended to write programs/policies regarding logical EPG parameters (e.g., ‘web.ip’ to indicate IP addresses of web EPG), before the actual IP addresses of web endpoints can be available.

[0033] Extended Pyretic can include extensions to the language that can be useful for PGA. Extended Pyretic can support "gray boxing", that can capture high-order behavior of a proprietary black box or a network policy box 250 running dynamic policies.

[0034] Dynamic policies have behavior that changes over time, according to the programmer’s specification of an arbitrary internal state machine, which is difficult to analyze offline before deploying the program to the operational network. For example, a server load-balancing policy box 250 may select the destination server IP for a new client request in a round-robin manner or based on any per-server state information. An exact mapping between a client
request to a specific server and the server becomes known only in run-time.
Gray-boxing lets the user (load-balancing policy box 250 writer or an operator using the policy box 250) to specify the mapping behavior at a high-level without considering the actual mappings. For example:

```
match('dstip', web.virtualjp) » modify('dstip', web.realjp)
```

[0035] In the above statement, `web.virtualjp` is the virtual IP address used by clients to send requests to and `web.realjp` is the set of real IP addresses of web server endpoints registered to the web EPG 230 at any given time. By using the set of real IPs, it is possible to capture the useful information that the destination IP of a client request message will be rewritten to one of the web server IPs. Examples of the present disclosure can use this high-order information for conflict detection and automatic graph composition, as described herein.

[0036] Like gray boxing a dynamic policy, gray boxing can be useful to capture the high-level behavior of proprietary middle box applications, which can be black boxed (e.g., the exact internal behaviors are unknown). For example, a DPI-based Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) policy box can drop certain packets based on packet payloads or any proprietary algorithm for detecting DDOS attack. According to various implementations, a user can provide a gray-box version of the IPS box as the statement:

```
select(drop, identity)
```

[0037] In such statements, `identity` is the Pyretic action for 'allow', and `select(A1, A2, ..)` indicates that one of the specified actions (A1, A2, ...) is selected, with its selection logic unknown, and applied to its input packet. The `select()` in extended Pyretic can support gray-boxing. If it is known that the IPS box will block some endpoints from the 'client' EPG, its gray-box can be represented by:

```
match('srcip', client.ip) » select(drop, identity)
```

[0038] In this statement, `client.ip` indicates the set of IP addresses of client EPG.
Examples of the present disclosure can be implemented as a policy graph composer 110 in an SDN system 100, as depicted in FIG. 1. FIG. 5 illustrates one example implementation of the policy graph composer 110. In particular, FIG. 5 illustrates the various components of the policy graph composer 110 and the relative dataflow to give context to the other implementations described herein. In one example, the policy graph composer can include a user interface/network policy graph editor, or a user graph editor 510, that includes functionality for providing a user interface and/or an API 505 to the various users of the network 160. The user graph editor 510 can provide a graphical user interface that can be used to drag-and-drop component EPGs 230, paths 240, and policy boxes 250 to create network policy graphs and/or express the goals of the particular user.

In related implementations, user graph editor 510 can also include functionality for receiving or retrieving previously defined network policy graphs from the graph and policy library 525. In such implementations, the previously defined network policy graphs can be used as components of network policy graphs defined by a user using the user interface/API 505.

The policy graph composer 110 can also include a policy graph converter 520. The policy graph converter 520 can receive network policy graphs from the user graph editor 510 and/or individual policy graphs 515 from other sources (e.g., an external graph library or database). In various examples of the present disclosure, the process of generating a composite network policy graph can begin with the policy graph converter 520 converting multiple component network policy graphs into appropriate network programming language statements. The details of the conversion of the network policy graphs to a network programming language are discussed in more detail below.

The policy graph composer 110 can also include an EPG generator 530. The EPG generator 530 can include functionality for analyzing the relationships between the various EPGs 230 in the component network policy graphs. For instance, the EPG generator 530 can analyze the overlap of the EPGs 230 by determining the intersection and unions on a pairwise basis for up to all of the EPGs 230 in component network policy graphs. The EPG
generator 530, based on the analysis of the relationships between the EPGs 230, can generate, or otherwise determine, the resulting composite network policy graph.

[0043] The path generator 540 of the policy graph composer 110, can include functionality for determining the paths in the resulting composite network policy graph. By analyzing the relationships between the EPGs 230 and the original paths 240 and policy boxes 250 in the component network policy graphs represented in the network programming language provided by the policy graph converter 520, and the analysis performed by the EPG generator 530, the path generator 540 can determine the configuration of the paths and policy boxes in the resulting composite network policy graph.

[0044] In related implementations, the policy graph composer 110 can include a conflict checker 550 to verify and determine the dependencies and conflicts between the policy boxes in the resulting composite network policy graph. In the event that the conflict checker 550 detects a conflict, an error message/confirmation message can be sent to the user graph editor 510 and/or user interface/API 505 to alert a user to take corrective action. If the conflict checker 550 does not detect any conflicts, then the path generator 540, or some other component of the policy graph composer 110, can compose the composite network policy graph 515 and provide it to another component of the system 100, such as the network controller 130 to program the network 160.

[0045] FIG. 6 depicts a flowchart of a method 600 for generating composite network policy graphs, according to examples of the present disclosure. The method 600 can begin when the policy graph composer 110 receives one or more network policy graphs, at box 610. In some implementations, receiving the network policy graphs can include converting the network policy graphs into a network programming language syntax. The conversion of network policy graphs into a network programming syntax is described in more detail below.

[0046] At box 620, the policy graph composer 110 can generate EPGs for the composite network policy graphs. In such implementations, the policy
graph composer 110 can analyze the relationships between the EPGs 230 to determine the specific EPGs to include in the resulting composite network policy graph. The details of the EPG generation are described in more detail below.

[0047] At box 630, the policy graph composer 110 can generate paths for the resulting composite network policy graph. The composite paths can include a combination of the paths and/or the policy boxes defined in the component network policy graphs. Additional details of path generation are described in more detail below.

[0048] At box 640, the policy graph composer 110 can generate a composite policy graph based on the composite EPGs and paths. Additional details are described in more detail below.

[0049] At box 650, the policy graph composer 110 can analyze the composite policy graph to detect or determine dependencies and conflicts among the EPGs, paths, and policy boxes of the composite policy graph. At the termination 660, if errors are complex, then the policy graph composer 110 can generate an error message to correct the policy graphs, at box 675. In some implementations, the error message can prompt a user to correct one or more of the input network policy graphs or to supply a new network policy graph. Once the updated or corrected network policy graph is received by the policy graph composer 110, boxes 610 through 660 can be repeated.

[0050] If, however, at determination 660, no conflicts or errors are detected, then the policy graph composer 110 can output the composite policy graph to the network controller 130. Outputting the composite network policy graph can include converting the composite network policy graph into a network programming language. The network controller 130 can then use the composite network policy graph to program the network 160.

[0051] Additional illustrative examples and details of EPGs 230, network policy graphs, and the functions and actions represented by the boxes in FIG. 6 are discussed below.

[0052] **Endpoint Groups and Network Policy Graphs**
An EPG 230 in a network policy graph 220 can be classified as a source or sink of network traffic while a policy box 250 neither creates nor consumes traffic by itself, such as, for example, the source EPG 730 and sink EPG 735 in FIG. 7.

The EPGs and policy boxes nodes in a graph can be connected through directed edges, forming directed paths. A directed 'path' is defined between a source EPG and a sink EPG. A path starts from the source EPG 230, traverses zero or more policy boxes 250 and ends at the sink EPG 230. A cycle is allowed, for example, when a web EPG sends to a database EPG through a policy box A while the reverse traffic from DB to web EPG is traversing policy boxes B and C. An EPG 230 may have a self-loop path representing traffic among endpoints of that EPG, e.g., synchronization between database server (DB) VMs.

In some implementations, no communication is allowed between vertices, by default (e.g., default 'deny' rule). A solid directed edge 240 can enable communication as specified by filter attributes on the edge classifier, e.g., label 'UDP, dstport 53' allows only UDP traffic with destination port number 53 on that edge, thus implementing security whitelisting. Another default security measure can include a rule that an outgoing edge from a source EPG 230 constrains the source IP addresses allowed on that edge 240 only to the IPs of the source EPG 230 endpoints. An incoming edge 240 to a sink EPG 230 can also limit the dst IP to the sink EPG 230 endpoints' IPs. Such default srcIP/dstIP constraints may not be applied to an EPG 230 with L3 forwarding, such as virtual router. By default, a security attribute can be stateful, such that responses to allowed TCP traffic in the direction of the edge can be allowed in the reverse direction as well.

A chain of solid edges 240 connecting a source EPG 230, through a set of policy boxes 250, to a sink EPG 230 is called a 'solid path'. A solid path has two implications. Firstly, the solid path can include security whitelisting as described above. Secondly, the solid path can include a path requirement meaning that the allowed communication from the source to the sink must traverse the policy boxes on that path.
Some users, such as network operators, may want to impose only the path requirement without explicitly allowing any communication. A 'dotted path' in a network policy graph 220 connecting a source EPG to a sink EPG, represents such a path requirement without whitelisting. Such path requirements (e.g., dotted paths in an operator graph) can be activated when combined with solid paths of other network policy graphs 220 (e.g., tenant graphs).

Conversion of Network Policy Graphs

As described herein, multiple network policy graphs 220 can be input into the policy graph composer 110, as depicted in FIG. 4 and described in reference to FIGS. 5 and 6. The policy graph composer 110 can analyze the various aspects and properties of each of the input network policy graphs 220 to compose and generate a composite network policy graph 320. In some example implementations, to generate a composite network policy graph, the policy graph composer 110 can first convert the component network policy graphs 220 into a high-level network programming language, such as Pyretic or extended Pyretic, described herein.

The behavior of the sequential composition ("\(\implies\)") operator in Pyretic is to pass all the packets output from one Pyretic policy to the next Pyretic policy in sequence. In various implementations, all of the output packets of one policy box 250 can be input to the next policy box 250 in the path 240. The sequential composition operator can be used to express a solid edge from the graph. A new policy box 250 can be created to capture the whitelisting parameters provided as edge classifiers on the solid edge and added to the path 240. A source EPG, the policy boxes 250 and a sink EPG can be mapped into policy objects. The sequential composition operator can be added between each successive pair of policy objects.

For path requirement graphs, the '>' in extended Pyretic can be used. The conversion procedure is similar. The source EPG, the policy boxes 250, and the sink EPG can be mapped into policy objects with the path requirement operator connecting them.
In one example, the solid line graph 700 in FIG. 7 can be expressed in extended Pyretic as:

Internet » ACL » LB » Web tier

The path requirement graph 705 from FIG. 7 can be expressed as:

Internet > Byte Counter > All tenants

Automatic analysis and composition can be improved based on knowledge of user goals for a policy box 750. Accordingly, users can explicitly specify 'match' filters or 'identity' in conjunction with any kind of action being performed.

Example Composition of Composite Network Policy Graphs

The policy graph composer 110 can initiate composite network policy composition under various circumstances. For example, composite network policy graph composition can be triggered whenever a new network policy graph 220 is created or an existing graph is updated at any level of a graph hierarchy. For example, the method 600 of FIG. 6 can be initiated whenever a trigger is detected.

The network policy graph created or updated can be automatically combined with the graphs below and above in the hierarchy by determining the EPG relationships, as described herein. Graph composition can also be triggered by a simple drag-and-drop GUI action that triggers merging of a service/status EPG (e.g., security-contaminated vs. security-clean) and a tenant/network EPG. In such scenarios, the security service graph and the graph containing the tenant/network EPG can be combined.

One example can include the combination of two network policy graph G₁ and G₂, such as 700 and 705. In similar examples, the combination composition of three or more network policy graphs can be achieved by repeating the two-graph composition, described herein.

The combination of two network policy graphs, Gᵢ and Gₑ, can begin by identifying set relationships between EPGs from the two graphs. The EPGs from the same graph may not overlap, as described herein. The relationships between EPGs across network policy graphs G₁ and G₂ can be
derived by the graph/EPG hierarchy, accessed or determined by the policy graph composer 110 or by one of the policy graphs sources 120. The policy graph composer 110 may require the policy graphs sources 120 to provide the EPG set relationships at the time of composition.

[0070] In scenarios in which there is no overlap between any pair of EPGs, one from network policy G1 and the other from network policy G2, the two network policy graphs can co-exist without any conflict or interaction on the logical topology. In such implementations, all vertices and edges from network policy G1 and network policy G2 can be copied directly to the final composition network policy graph G3 as they are. This is a special case of examples described below.

[0071] Generating EPGs for Composite Network Policy Graphs

[0072] In scenarios in which there are overlapping EPGs between the two network policy graphs, the composite network policy graph G3 can be composed by analyzing the relationships, intersections, and unions between the EPGs. In one example, all paths in both network policy graphs can be assumed to be solid, thus implying both security whitelisting and path requirement.

[0073] To create the composite network policy graph G3 the existing EPGs in the network policy graph can be split. When two EPGs, E1 from G1 and E2 from G2 overlap (E1 \cap E2 \neq \emptyset), The union, E1 \cup E2 can be into one, two or three resulting EPGs based on the Venn diagram between E1 and E2. The resulting EPGs can be assigned to G3.

[0074] There are four possible Venn diagram relationships between E1 and E2. (1) E1 \equiv E2: G3 will have only one EPG E1(=E2), from E1 and E2; (2) E1 \subset E2: G3 will have two resulting EPGs, E1 and E2 - E1; (3) E1 \supset E2: G3 will have two resulting EPGs, E1 - E2 and E2, and (4) E1 and E2 partially overlap: G3 will have three EPGs: E1 - E2, E1 \cap E2 and E2 - E1.

[0075] The EPGs appearing only in either G1 or G2, thus having no overlapping EPG in the other graph, can be copied directly to G3. In some examples, once the new EPGs are created from the splitting process, the
paths for the composite network policy graph can be created as described herein.

[0076] Path Generation

[0077] Generating the paths between the EPGs created in G3 can define an EPG X in G3 as either 'mixed' (X = E1 ∩ E2) or 'pure' (X = E1 - E2, E2 - E1, or a direct copy of non-overlapping EPG). A directed path from EPG X to EPG Y (X→Y) is added to G3 in one of the following scenarios.

[0078] In one scenario, both X and Y are 'pure' EPGs, in that case, X (Y) appears only in G1 or G2, but not in both. X→Y is added to G3 if X and Y appeared in the same graph (either G1 or G2) and the communication specified by the path X→Y is allowed in the original graph (G1 or G2). X→Y has the same intermediate policy boxes specified in the original path allowing the communication.

[0079] In another scenario, X is pure and Y is mixed. X appears in only G1 or G2 and Y appeared in both G1 and G2. In this scenario, if G3 is composed by the AND operator, X→Y is not added at all. X→Y is added only if G3 is composed by OR operator (i.e., G3 = G1 | G2) and the communication specified by the path is allowed in either G1 or G2. X→Y has the same intermediate policy boxes specified in the original path allowing the communication.

[0080] In yet another scenario, both X and Y are mixed. X and Y appeared in both G1 and G2. In this case, X→Y is added only if the communication specified by the path is allowed in both G1 and G2. In other words, by denoting X = S1∩S2 and Y = D1∩D2 (S1/D1 in G1 and S2/D2 in G2), X→Y is added only if S1→D1 exists in G1 and S2→D2 exists in G2. By denoting B1 as the sequence of policy boxes on S1→D1 and B2 as the sequence of policy boxes on S2→D2, the path X→Y will have the union of B1 and B2 as a result of the 'path merging' logic, described herein. Note that it is not required to differentiate between AND vs. OR operators when both X and Y are 'pure' EPGs or when both X and Y are mixed.

[0081] When composing multiple graphs into one, the path between the overlapping parts of source EPGs and the overlapping parts of sink EPGs can
include all the network policy boxes from the constituent graphs. However, automatically merging policy boxes from different graphs onto a single one can be challenging because an improper ordering of policy boxes can lead to the violation of invariants of any of the individual network policy graphs.

[0082] Path merging can be achieved using two simple graphs as shown in FIG. 7. For example, the goal of the policy graph source that authored network policy graph 705 is to count the number of bytes coming from the Internet to each machine of every tenant. This is specified in network policy graph 705 by creating a Byte Counter policy box 750-3. Internet EPG 730-2 and All Tenants EPG 735-2 are the source and sink EPGs respectively in the network policy graph 705. The tenant network policy graph 700 includes the Internet EPG and Web tier EPGs and policy boxes ACL 750-1 and LB 750-2. The ACL policy box 750-1 only allows packets with destination IP address of the sink EPG's virtual IP address and destination port equal to 80 to pass through. A separate policy box may also have been created for the same. The LB policy box 750-2 modifies the packets' destination IP address from the sink EPG's virtual IP address to the real IP addresses of machines belonging to the sink EPG.

[0083] The example EPGs 730 from the network policy graphs 700 and 705 have the following relationships. Source EPGs 730-1 and 730-2: Internet = Internet. Sink EPGs 735-1 and 735-2: All tenants ⊇ Web tier. The overlap in both source EPGs 730 and sink EPGs 735 can mean that both paths can be merged (e.g., policy boxes 750 from both graphs 700 and 705 can be placed in a single path). The ordering of policy boxes 750 is important. An improper order of policy boxes 750 may fail to comply with the goals of the policy graph sources 120. For example, if the Byte Counter policy box 750-3 is placed before LB policy box 750-2 after path merging, it would count bytes by the virtual IP Address of the Web Tier EPG 735-1. Such a result would not comply with the goals of the policy source 120's goals (e.g., to count bytes by the tenant's machines' real IP Addresses). To determine the correct order of the policy boxes 750, the policy graph composer can systematically analyze the policy boxes.
To determine the overall ordering of policy boxes 750 from two network policy graphs, the policy graph composer 120 can perform a pairwise analysis of each pair of policy boxes - one from either graph. The outcome of the pairwise analysis of two policy boxes can provide a suggestion for an initial ordering between them. It also reveals any policy conflicts and the implications of the suggested order.

In some example implementations, users can declare some EPGs or EPG-to-EPG paths as 'exclusive' to prevent policies written for such EPGs or EPG pairs from being altered by other policies during the composition/merging process. For example, a designation of an exclusive EPG can indicate that no more edges be added or connected to a particular EPG node. A designation of an exclusive path can indicate that the path may not be merged with any other path.

Expressing Policy Boxes as Match-Actions Rules

For the pairwise analysis, each policy box written in a high-level programming language such as Pyretic can be converted into a prioritized set of match-actions rules. A rule can include a match filter that defines the protocol fields and values used to distill the packets that can be evaluated by this rule and a set of actions that are to be performed on those packets. Input Packet Space (IPS) can be defined at a rule as the finite set of all packets that are available at the rule to be evaluated by its match filter. IPS can be governed by the various higher priority rules belonging to the same policy and the match filters used by them. The match filters themselves create a Match Space (MS) which is the set of all packets that match on the filter parameters. The intersection of the IPS at a rule and its MS gives the Effective Match Space (EMS) which is the set of all packets that the actions of the rule are performed upon. Finally, the Output Packet Space (OPS) is the set of all packets output from the rule after performing all the actions.

The logic for conversion of policies to match-actions rules is borrowed from Pyretic with some modifications. The modifications being a more precise representation of some of the actions like count_bytes, count_packets which are all generically represented by the FwdBucket action
in Pyretic. Note that the Byte Counter's match filter contains the value `web.realjp` rather than `all_tenants.real_ip`. This is because, the purpose of the analysis is to determine the composite path for the overlapping parts of the EPGs of the two graphs. In this case the overlap is only on the sink EPG and the overlapping part is the entire Web tier EPG itself. Thus, references to All tenants EPG in the operator graph rules can be replaced with Web tier EPG.

Expressing the policies in terms of simple [match->action] rules abstracts away the complexities of the programming language syntax and provides insight on how different packets can be handled by a policy. This renders it ideal for comparing the behaviors of two different policies and determining their relationship.

The conversion procedure from a policy to one or more rules can be illustrated using the ACL policy box 750-1 as an example. The policy specified in the ACL policy box 750-1 may be to execute two rules in sequence. For example, the first rule, Rule 1, may drop every packet that does not have a destination IP address equal to the Web tier EPG's virtual IP address. The second rule, Rule 2, may drop every packet that does not have the destination port field set to 80. The two filters directly map to the two rules:

Rule 1 as match: (`dstip', `web.virtualjp') \rightarrow \text{set}([\text{identity}]) \text{ and }

Rule 2 as match: (`dstport', 80) \rightarrow \text{set}([\text{identity}])

The action part of the filter rules, (i.e., \text{set}([\text{identity}]), indicates that the only action to be performed by this rule is to simply allow the packets to pass-through. Since the rules have the same action and the match filters are anchored on different fields, the two are combined into a single rule as:

match: (`dstip', `web.virtualjp') & (`dstport', 80) \rightarrow \text{set}([\text{identity}])

The ACL policy may further imply that any packet not matching the two filters should be dropped, as expressed by the lower priority rule:

\text{identity} \rightarrow \text{set}(Q)

In this rule, the match filter is set to "identity" which indicates all packets. Since higher priority rule already matches the packets with
destination IP address of Web tier EPG's virtual IP address and destination port of 80, the identity here effectively matches the packets that were not matched by the higher priority rule. Thus, we have the following prioritized rules $R^{ACL_1}$ and $R^{ACL_2}$ for the ACL policy box 750-1:

$$R^{ACL_1} = \text{match: ('dstip', web.virtual_ip) & ('dstport', 80) } \rightarrow \text{set([identity])}$$

$$R^{ACL_2} = \text{identity } \rightarrow \text{set([])}$$

[0099]

To further illustrate the abstraction of the policies as rules, the policy boxes 750-2 and 750-3 of the network policy graphs 700 and 705 of FIG. 7 are represented as example match-action rules. For example, Byte Counter policy box 750-3 can be represented by rules rule $R^{BC_1}$ and rule $R^{BC_2}$, where rule $R^{BC_1}$ can be defined as:

$$R^{BC_1} = \text{match: ('dstip', web.realjp) } \rightarrow \text{action:set([count_bytes: {'group_by': ['dstip']})}, and}$$

[00102] $R^{BC_2}$ can be defined as:

$$R^{BC_2} = \text{identity } \rightarrow \text{set(Q).}$$

[00103] For LB policy box 750-2 represented by rules $R^{LB_1}$ and $R^{LB_2}$, rule $R^{LB_1}$ can be defined as:

$$R^{LB_1} = \text{match: ('dstip', web.virtualjp) } \rightarrow \text{set([modify: ('dstip', web.realjp)])}, and}$$

[00106] $R^{LB_2}$ can be defined as:

$$R^{LB_2} = \text{identity } \rightarrow \text{set(Q).}$$

[00107]

[00108] Analyzing the Rules for Dependencies and Conflicts

[00109] Once the rules corresponding to the policy boxes are define, the policy graph composer can analyze the rules to characterize how they might behave under operating conditions. To illustrate the analysis, example policy boxes, $P_a$ and $P_b$, are considered. Analysis of the constituent rules of can determine how the policy boxes $P_a$ and $P_b$ handle any given packet. Each rule in $P_a$ can be compared with each rule in $P_b$ to identify the existence of dependency, conflict, and redundant type relationships.
[001 10] A dependency exists from one rule to another if the former rule's actions creates a packet space that is fully or partially matched by the latter rule. As such, there is a dependency from rule \( R_a \) (of \( P_a \)) to rule \( R_b \) (of \( P_b \)), if the pre-condition that \( \text{OPS}(R_a) \) overlaps with \( \text{EMS}(R_b) \) is true (i.e., \( \text{OPS}(R_a) \cap \text{EMS}(R_b) \neq \emptyset \)), and \( R_a \) contains a modify action that creates a region overlapping with \( \text{EMS}(R_b) \).

[001 11] A conflict exists if, for the same packet space, the two rules perform actions that conflict with each other. All combinations of actions are considered conflicting except the following for drop-drop, identity-identity, identity-count and count-count. Thus, rule \( R_a \) from \( P_a \) conflicts with rule \( R_b \) from \( P_b \), if the pre-condition \( \text{EMS}(R_a) \) overlaps with \( \text{EMS}(R_b) \) is true, and the actions of \( R_a \) and \( R_b \) are conflicting. When analyzing two rules, dependencies can be checked first. Conflicts may be checked only if a dependency relationship is not found between the two rules.

[001 12] A redundancy exists if, for the same packet space, the two rules perform the same action. If two boxes have redundant rules, this may mean one box is performing a subset of the other box, including the case when two boxes perform the identical set of rules. Only one of the two boxes may be chosen to be used in the merged path, for example, by choosing the box that includes a larger set of rules.

[001 13] **Analysis of Composite Network Policy Graphs**

[001 14] The output from the rule analysis stage can be analyzed to provide the final suggestions for policy boxes order and/or user alerts for any implications (e.g., conflicts, dependencies, etc.) of the suggested order. Such analysis can include analysis of the individual relationships identified among the rules of the policy boxes to generate the suggested orders and the corresponding implications.

[001 15] The policy graph composer 120, or the conflict checker component 550, can assign scores to the different relationships based on how the pre-condition of the relationship was satisfied. If the pre-condition was satisfied with an exact match of the participating packet spaces, the corresponding relationship is assigned a high score. On the other hand, if the pre-condition
was satisfied due to the presence of a low priority identity rule, the corresponding relationship is assigned a low score. Intermediate scores can be assigned based on the number of protocol fields that have the same value across the two participating packet spaces with the score being higher for higher number of matching fields.

[001 16] The reasoning behind the score assignment logic is that more numbers of directly matching protocol fields reflect the user intention directly. Whereas a low priority identity rule, for example, is typically a by-product of other policies expressed by the user and thus they also tend to yield a larger number of conflicts.

[001 17] Once the weights have been assigned to the various relationships, policy graph composer 120, or the conflict checker component 550, can check for any ‘dependency’ relationship among the list of relationships provided as input.

[001 18] If there is a single dependency relationship with the highest weight, the policy box with the rule that is dependent on the other rule is placed after the policy box containing the other rule. If there are multiple dependency relations with the highest weight and all of them mutually agree upon the placement of the policy box with respect to the other policy boxes, the corresponding order is used. Mutual agreement is reached when the placement of the policy box does not violate its dependency relation with any other policy box in the graph. If there are multiple dependency relations with the highest weight and there is a dispute about the ordering between them, then no suggestion can be made by the analyzer. The analyzer thus proceeds to compute all possible orders and indicate the implications of each order. If there are no dependency relations in the list of relations, then the policy graph composer 120, or the conflict checker component 550, computes the different possible orderings and provides the implications for each order. To gather implications, the analyzer simply places the policy boxes in the determined order and checks the relations if they still hold at the new order.

[001 19] The suggested order between two policy boxes, from one or more dependency relations, tells only the relative order between the two and may
not tell the absolute placements of them in the final merged path having all policy boxes from the two original paths.

[00120] To determine the absolute placements of all the policy boxes, a dependency graph can be constructed in which the two policy boxes with a 'dependency' relationship are connected via a directed edge: the box creating packet space is a parent node and the other box consuming (matching) the packet space is a child node. The directed edges in the two original paths also exist in the dependency graph. Topological sorting of the policy boxes can be performed to determine the final sequence of policy boxes for the merged path. A dependency graph may have many valid topological sorts. The sort with the higher-weight dependency boxes more closely placed can be chosen. Topological sorting can find a valid sequence only for a directed acyclic graph (DAG). If there is a cycle (e.g., A→B→C→A in the dependency graph), then it can be determined if the order of two boxes from an original graph (e.g., ACL and LB from the Tenant graph) can be altered by checking if the altered order generates the same behavior/invariant with the original order.

[00121] The final ordering suggestion and the corresponding implications are provided to the user. For the example of operator graph 705 and tenant graph 700, a single dependency relationship exists which also happens to be of the highest weight since the pre-condition is satisfied by an exact match of the OPS of R^{ai} and the EMS of R^{ci}. Thus the policy graph composer 120 can suggest that the Byte Counter policy box 750-3 be placed after the LB policy box 750-2. Thus, the final composite network policy graph 800 output by the policy graph composer 120 is depicted in FIG. 8 along with the implications of the suggested order for user attention. In the particular example illustrated in FIG. 8,

[00122] In addition, the hierarchical domain relationship among the policy boxes, the EPGs and the graph sources can be used to determine the order of policy boxes in the merged path. For example, operator graph 705 can have a security firewall (FW) policy box (not shown) instead of Byte Counter policy box 750-3 and the FW box blocks DDoS attack traffic from the Internet to All Tenants 735-2. Because the Web Tier EPG 735-1, ACL policy box 750-1 and LB policy box 750-2 all belong to a sub-domain (Tenant 1) of the All
Tenants domain of the Operator graph 705, the ACL policy box 750-1 and LB policy box 750-2 can be placed after the resulting FW box in the composite graph so that the FW box can operate on the traffic flowing towards the Tenant 1 domain including the ACL and LB boxes.

[00123] The analysis on the policy box chain can also detect possible human or systems errors without composing the composite policy graph. In some examples, each the policy box chain and/or each individual policy graph can be analyzed to detect errors before or after the composite policy graph is composed. Analysis of any detected errors can inform the policy graph composer 110 or a user as to how the errors can be corrected, either manually or automatically. For example, if ACL policy box 750-1 is misconfigured to only allow packets with destination IP address of the sink EPG's real IP address, packets directed toward the sink EPG's virtual IP address would be incorrectly dropped. An ACL rule (R_a) that drops the packets with the virtual IP address would conflict with a LB rule (R_b) that modifies the packets' destination IP address from the virtual IP address to the real IP addresses of machines belonging to the sink EPG because the two rules' EMSs overlap and their actions are conflicting. Other errors that the policy graph composer 110 might detect can include, but are not limited to, inadvertent loops or black holes introduced into the underlying logic of the rules or policies that correspond to the network policy graphs and/or policy boxes.

[00124] System Output to Policy Graph Sources

[00125] As illustrated in FIG. 8., the output to the user can be a composite network policy graph along with its implications. In the example of Operator graph 700 and tenant graph 705 herein, there is a single suggested composite network graph 800 provided. However, in other cases more than one suggestion may be provided accompanied by corresponding implications. The users can then select one of the provided suggestions by considering the implications of the conflicts that may arise. If none of the suggestions reflects the appropriate goal, the user can then take actions such as tightening the EPG set definitions, revising the graphs or concretizing/fixing policy box internal behaviors and resubmitting the graphs for composition. The
procedure repeats until the user is satisfied and validates a provided suggestion.

[00126] **Update and Deployment to the Network**

[00127] Once the user accepts a suggested composite network policy graph, the policies from the composite graphs can be compiled into switch rules and applied to the physical topology. The rules are compiled for any existing endpoints that are already members of the EPGs. New rules are added when new endpoints join EPGs. Endpoints may also change their membership by leaving one EPG and joining another or obtaining membership in more number of EPGs dynamically. In such scenarios, the rules corresponding to the endpoint can recompiled onto the switches.

[00128] According to the foregoing, examples disclosed herein enable network operators to implement or program a network using multiple controller modules that may have disparate policies and objectives regarding the configuration of the topology of the network. Conflicts between the policies and objectives, as represented by the differences in the resource allocation proposals, can be resolved using various election based decision mechanisms, thus allowing the network operator to realize the benefits of the policies and objectives of multiple independent controller modules.

[00129] These and other variations, modifications, additions, and improvements may fall within the scope of the appended claims(s). As used in the description herein and throughout the claims that follow, "a", "an", and "the" includes plural references unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Also, as used in the description herein and throughout the claims that follow, the meaning of "in" includes "in" and "on" unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for configuring a network comprising:
   - receiving, by a processor, a plurality of network policy graphs,
   - wherein each of the network policy graphs comprises two or more endpoint group nodes, the endpoint group nodes corresponding to one or more addressable endpoints in the network, connected by directed edges, the directed edges corresponding to directed paths in the network;
   - generating, by the processor, composite endpoint groups based on relationships between the endpoint groups;
   - generating, by the processor, composite paths based on the relationships between the endpoints and the network policy graphs;
   - generating, by the processor, a composite network policy graph based on the composite endpoint groups and the composite paths; and
   - analyzing, by the processor, the composite network policy graph or the network policy graphs to determine conflicts or errors.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating a command to a controller coupled to the network to program the network according to the composite network policy graph.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein analyzing the composite network graph to determine conflicts comprises generating an error message when a conflict is determined, the error message comprising a request to correct one or more of the plurality of network graphs.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising accessing a hierarchy of graph domains, and wherein generating the composite network policy graph is further based on the hierarchy of graphs.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the composite endpoint groups comprises splitting a union of two or more of the endpoint group nodes.
based on set relations between the two or more of the endpoint group nodes.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the directed paths define flows of packets among the one or more addressable endpoints and through one or more policy boxes in the network, wherein the policy boxes correspond to network service functionality.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the one or more policy boxes are modular and arranged in a chain to define a composite network service.

8. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium comprising instructions, that when executed by a processor, cause the processor to:
   retrieve a plurality of network policy graphs from a graph library, wherein each of the network policy graphs is associated and comprises two or more endpoint group nodes, the endpoint group nodes corresponding to one or more addressable endpoints in a network, connected by directed edges, the directed edges corresponding to directed paths in the network;
   generate composite endpoint groups based on relationships between the endpoint groups;
   generate composite paths among the composite endpoint groups based on relationships between the endpoint group nodes and the directed edges; and
   generate a composite network policy graph comprising the composite endpoint groups and the composite paths.

9. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 8, wherein retrieving the plurality of network graphs comprises receiving one or more commands to configure the network from one or more policy graph sources according to the plurality of network graphs.

10. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 9, wherein the instructions further cause the processor to:
access a hierarchy comprising relationships among the policy graph sources; and
determine associations between each of the plurality of network graphs and at least one of the policy graph sources; and
wherein the composite network graph is further generated based on the relationships among the policy graph sources and the associations.

11. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 8, wherein the instructions further cause the processor to:
   perform a conflict check on the composite network policy graph to determine conflicts between the network policy graphs,
   when the conflict check detects a conflict between two or more of the network policy graphs, generating an error message to prompt a correction of the one or more of network policy graphs; and
   when the conflict check detects no conflicts among the network policy graphs, generating a command to program the network according to the composite network policy graph.

12. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 8, wherein some of the plurality of network policy graphs comprise policy boxes corresponding to implementations of network services, and wherein the instructions that cause the processor to generate the composite paths further cause the processor to generate composite policy box chains comprising some of the policy boxes based on hierarchical domain relationships among the endpoint groups and the policy boxes.

13. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 11, wherein the instructions further cause the processor to convert the composite network policy graph into a high-level network programming language, and wherein the command comprises the high-level network programming language.

14. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 8, wherein the directed paths define flows of packets among the one or more
addressable endpoints and through one or more policy boxes in the network, wherein the policy boxes correspond to network service functionality.

15. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 14, wherein the one or more policy boxes are modular and arranged in chain to define a composite network service.

16. A network policy graph composer system comprising:
   a processor; and
   a non-transitory computer readable medium comprising instructions that when executed by the processor cause the processor to:
   provide a network policy graph editor to generate a plurality of network policy graphs in response to corresponding input from a plurality of users, wherein each of the network policy graphs comprises two or more endpoint group nodes, the endpoint group nodes corresponding to one or more addressable endpoints in a network, connected by directed edges, the directed edges corresponding to directed paths in the network;
   convert the plurality of network policy graphs into corresponding statements in a network programming language;
   generate composite endpoint groups based on relationships between the endpoint groups described in the statements;
   generate composite paths among the composite endpoint groups based on the relationships between the endpoint group nodes and the directed edges described in the statements; and
   generate a composite network policy graph comprising the composite endpoint groups and the composite paths.

17. The network policy graph composer system of claim 16, wherein the instructions further cause the processor to generate a command to program the network according to the composite network policy graph.
18. The network policy graph composer system of claim 16, wherein the network policy graph editor comprises a graphical user interface receiving input from the users for defining the plurality of network policy graphs.

19. The network policy graph composer system of claim 16, wherein the instructions further cause the processor to perform a conflict check to detect conflicts between among the plurality of network policy graphs.

20. The network policy graph composer system of claim 16, wherein the network policy graph editor comprises a library of previously defined network policy graphs, and wherein to generate at least some of the plurality of network policy graphs, the network policy graph retrieves the at least some of the previously defined network policy graphs.
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The implications of this order are:

1. **CONFLICT:** $R_{AC}^{R_2}$ and $R_{AC}^{R_3}$ conflict.
   - For the overlapping space, $R_{AC}^{R_2}$ drops packets whereas $R_{AC}^{R_3}$ counts them.

2. **CONFLICT:** $R_{AC}^{R_2}$ and $R_{AC}^{R_3}$ conflict.
   - For the overlapping space, $R_{AC}^{R_2}$ drops packets whereas $R_{AC}^{R_3}$ counts them.
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